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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a case study concerning the capacity analysis

of a completely automated transport system in a flexible assembly environ

ment. Basically, the system is modelled as a network of queues, however, due

to its complex nature, product-form network theory is not applicable.

Instead, we present an aggregation/decomposition procedure, i.e. we study a

number of key elements of the system in detail after which the results are

implemented in the overall model for the transport system. Among these key

elements are a buffer transfer system (the bottleneck of the system),

modelled as a sequence of deterministic, preemptive (identical) repeat

priority queues, a set of elevators, modelled as vacation servers, and

several conveyor belts, modelled as pure delays (infinite servers). The

numerical results appeared to be surprisingly accurate, when compared with

simulation.

In this short review, we focus on modelling aspects. In our view,

modelling is an extremely important element of any practical application;

nevertheless, the level of attention paid to modelbuilding in the literature

is still limited.
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1. Introduction and background

Changing market requirements for consumer products in the last twenty

years have had a dramatic impact on the design and control of manufacturing

processes, as well as on the logistic control of the materials flow in an

industrial organization while furthermore new marketing strategies had to be

developed. The old mass production philosophy for a market with a low

product diversity is now rapidly replaced by new production control concepts

which caused fundamental changes in the layouts and the organization of

manufacturing processes. A high product diversity and the ever decreasing

commercial product life cycles rule out the traditional mass production

concepts, characterized by large batch sizes and high work-in-process and

final inventory levels. Instead, we design factory layouts which can be

characterized by small workcell organization structures (instead of long,

dedicated assembly lines) where material is supplied via highly flexible

automated transport systems which often are completely computer controlled.

Parts may be transported one by one (i.e. we have transport batches of one

single item), on product carriers which are coded; guided by a central

control system each part follows its own route through the system. In this

way, one attempts to avoid large stockpiles on the shopfloor.

Complex automated transport systems however require a thorough analysis

in the design phase, in order to make sure that a desired capacity can

indeed be realized. Queueing and blocking phenomena may reduce these

transport capacity considerably, leading to idleness of workstations and

hence ultimately to a severe loss of manufacturing efficiency. Both discrete

simulation techniques and queueing network analysis have proved to be

valuable tools in analyzing these systems (e.g. Solberg[198lJ, Coffman et.

al. [1988]).

In this paper, we describe a case study carried out in a vacuum cleaner

factory of Philips in the Netherlands in which an approximate queueing

network model has been developed to analyze a materials transport system.

The system discussed here is actually a simplication of the one studied in

the course of the consultancy project carried out in the factory, but the

main objective of this paper is to outline some basic ideas, without getting

stuck in too much details. Therefore, we focus on modelling aspects, also

because we believe that the choice of the right model, which on the one hand

reflects the important aspects of the system appropriately and which still
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Fig. 1. Layout of the vacuum cleaner assembly system.

can be analyzed on the other hand, is the key element in any practical

application.

In this section, we start with a brief description of the relevant

transport and assembly operations in an assembly department for vacuum

cleaners. The production environment can be characterized as follows:

Products. The product range may be grouped into several main types. Within

one type, items may vary on minor details; these minor variations do not

play a role in our study and are therefore ignored.

- Production. Products are assembled in 40 workstations, grouped into four

clusters or workcel1s. Within specified time periods, each workcell is

dedicated to the assembly of exactly one product type.

Flow of material. Material is supplied to the workstations in kits. A kit

is a rectangular box, containing all the subassemblies (called components

in the sequel) needed to assemble exactly one vacuum cleaner of a specific

type. Kits are loaded in a so called kit preparation department and then

placed in a central buffer. Upon request of a workcell, a kit leaves the

buffer system and proceeds, via a system of conveyor belts and elevators)

on its way to that particular workcell. At the workcel1, a kit waits in a

small local buffer until one station in the cell is ready to serve the

kit. After completing service, the vacuum cleaner is placed in the kit

again which leaves the workstation (via another conveyor system) on its

way to the packing area.

- Control mechanism. After completing an assembly operation, a kit leaves

the system. At that moment, a signal is transferred to the central buffer

area to release a new kit with components of a vacuum cleaner of the same
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type (an overall control mechanism assures that such kits are present

indeed in the central buffer). If there are still kits waiting at the

workcell, another assembly operation is started.

We study the behavior of the kit transportation system from the moment

kits have received a call until the moment their service is completed. This

includes the central buffer area (as far as "called" kits are concerned),

the conveyor systems and the elevators between central buffer area and

workcel1s, and the workce1ls themselves (see fig. 1). Note that we are

dealing with a closed loop system since each kit leaving a workcell is

immediately "replaced" by a new kit, containing components of the same

product type. This situation leads in a natural way to a multiple type

closed queueing network model, at least in principle (cf. fig 2).

Unfortunately, the classical product-form network theory (Baskett et.

al. [1975], Reiser and Lavenberg[198l]) is not applicable. The assembly work

stations operate according to a FCFS (First Come First Serve) discipline,

elevator conv. syst.

*0 ~**
work-

transfer )

cell

elevator syst.conv.

*0 ~**
work-

transfer )

cell

elevator syst.conv.

*0 ~**
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transfer )
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elevator conv. syst.

*0 ~**
work-

transfer )

cell

conveyor system

Fig. 2. Queueing network model of the assembly system.
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with nonexponential service times. Transport times of the conveyor belts are

deterministic while the elevators provide a kind of "gated" service.

Finally, certain traffic control rules imply (changing) priorities between

several job types in the central buffer area.

In the next sections, we show how to overcome these difficulties. We

propose models for key elements in the system. By selecting the right model

for the central buffer system, we show that a detailed analysis of that

system is possible, followed by a decomposition of the complete network into

four cyclic queueing systems, one for each product type. Next, the elevators

are handled after which an exponentialization approach completes the

analysis.

2. The buffer transfer system

Fig. 3 depicts the situation in the central buffer system. Kits are

stored in a number of buffer lanes such that to each lane only one product

type is allocated. After having received a call, a kit may try to depart

from the buffer lane to the "main road" by means of a special transfer,

which, as ~ part of the main road, is located in front of the buffer lane.

This transfer acts as a deterministic single server, giving absolute

priority to kits already on the main road. Therefore, in order to allow the

first kit to leave a buffer lane, a sufficiently large zone must be free at

the main road (fig. 3 shows a free zone of length x for transfer 3).

( x )

~/I ..... / /. '/": /1 :/ /:
/%' 0,2/:0: /7::: 1/4/,'_c_.(.' '___/; '_,£_(..,

0 0 0 0
D D D 0
D D D D

1 2 3 4

Fig. 3. Buffer transfer system.
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Let D be the service time for lower priority kits (coming from the buffer

lane) and d the service time for higher priority kits (already on the main

road. Modelling a transfer now as a nonpreemptive priority server would lead

to a service requirement for higher priority kits equal to the time to

travel a distance x, t(x) say, since this is the time during which the

transfer is blocked for use by lower priority kits. Clearly, t(x) ~ D+d.

However, it is possible that two or more kits, already on the main road, to

be in the free zone of length x at the same time. Moreover, free zones for

subsequent transfers may overlap.

In order to overcome these difficulties, we model each transfer as a

preemptive (identical) repeat priority server (compare e.g. Jaiswall[1968]).

Instead of considering free zones, let the first lower priority kit in the

buffer lane, which has received a call, enter the transfer as soon as this

transfer is free. If, during this service, the kit is interrupted (physical

ly, such an event would represent a collision) then the kit is returned to

the head of the queue of lower priority kits and has to start its service

allover again. Some reflection shows that this way of modelling yields

exactly the same results, in terms of throughputtimes, etc., as the original

(physical) model. In particular, if the control mechanism requires a free

zone of length x, then the service times of higher priority kits (already on

the main road) in our preemptive repeat priority model have to be chosen

equal to t(x)-D.

Now suppose that kits in buffer lane i receive calls according to a

Poisson process (which was approximately true) with rate A. (i - 1,2,3,4).
1

Clearly, the arrival of kits on the main road at transfer 2 is not a Poisson

process (note that the departure process of the deterministic transfer 1 is

not even a renewal process). However, observe that service of lower priority

kits at transfer 2 is interrupted by time periods equal to a busy period of

the preceding transfer, while the alternating idle periods of this transfer

1 are exponentially distributed with parameter A.. Hence, when a service of
J.

a lower priority job at transfer 2 is interrupted M2 times, we may define an

"aggregate" service time ~2 (the time period starting with the first trial

and ending with the final, succesfull, completion of the service of a lower

priority job), which satisfies

(1)
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where the ~2j are independent identically distributed random variables (the

durations of the unsuccesfull trials), The same holds for the BPlj which are

busy periods of transfer 1 (cf. fig.4). The first two moments of BPlj
easily calculated by taking derivatives in a well-known equation for the

D D D D
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Fig. 4. Trials and interruptions, leading to the "aggregate" service time ~2

Laplace-Stieljes transform of the random variable BP (see for example p. 229

in Cooper[198l]). Also, first and second moments of ~2j and N2 are easily

calculated by exploiting the above mentioned exponentiality of the idle

periods of transfer 1. It follows that the first two moments of ~2 can be

calculated. Next, a busy period of transfer 2 can be characterized complete

ly (in terms of the first two moments) which determines in its turn the

interruptions at transfer 3, etc. By iteration, we find aggregate service

times for kits in each buffer lane.

The above an~lysis is only slightly complicated by the observation that

the first lower priority kit in a busy period of transfer 2 has an aggregate

service time somewhat different from (1), caused by the fact that such a

kit, having just received a call, may have to wait for a period equal to the

residual lifetime of a busy period BPI of transfer 1, before starting even

its first trial. Call this residual lifetime 1:1 then with probability ),1D

the conditional aggregate service time of this first lower priority job

equals

(2)

A rigorous analysis can be found in Repkes and Zijm[1988].
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3. Decomposition of the network. Modelling of elevators and workcells.

Recall that each buffer lane stores only kits with components of one

specific product type. Fig. 2 shows that different product types are inter

fering only at the central buffer transfer system (described in section 2)

and on the conveyor belt thereafter. Since the latter one only acts as a

pure delay (all arriving jobs start their, deterministic, service immediate

ly) it is naturally modelled as a deterministic infinite server. This means

in particular that also.on the conveyor belt jobs do not interfere (which is

clearly the case in reality). But the definition and subsequent analysis of

the aggregate transfer service times implies in particular that all product

types (kits coming from a certain buffer lane) can now be handled separate-
,"

ly. For instance, note that, by incorporating busy periods of transfer I in

the aggregate service. times of kits in buffer lane 2, we only have to

consider these latter kits in determining their average throughputttimes.

Therefore, we end up with a decomposition leading to four cyclic networks

(one for each product type) instead of the network depicted in fig. 2. In

the network for product type i, the transfer service time is taken equal to

~i' which can be obtained from the analysis outlined in section 2.

syst. elevator conv. syst. ,

------,L..*------llf--~)- L***- work- _

I"~ '------1" cell

conv.transfer

~**D )
~i

Fig. 5. Queueing network for one product type after decomposition.

The elevators are continuously moving chain-elevators with product

carriers (each carrier can hold at most one kit) at a certain distance which

determines the entrance cycle time c, i.e. every c seconds a kit is allowed

to enter the elevator. However, since the chain is continuously moving, it

may happen that an arriving kit finding no other waiting kits in front of

the elevator still has to wait for a certain residual cycle time, before a

carrier is positioned in front of it and entrance is allowed. Therefore, a

vacation server model seems to be appropriate. We do not study these models

here in detail, the interested reader is referred to Cooper[l98l], see also

Doshi[1986] .
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The continuous movement of the elevator chain is needed because several

other kits, which already entered the elevator and are on their way down

stairs, would otherwise be delayed. Typically, we see two or three kits in

an elevator at the same time, each on a carrier, at a distance which,

measured in seconds, is a multiple of c. Hence, actually only the entrance

mechanism of the elevator is modelled as a (single) vacation server (operat

ing according to a FCFS discipline), the latter part of the elevator can be

integrated with the next conveyor system and be modelled as a pure delay,

i.e. a deterministic infinite server, again.

Finally, we arrive at the workcells. Due to minor variations within one

type range and to differences in speed between workers at the final assembly

workstations (the vacuum cleaners are manually assembled), the service times

are not deterministic but have a coefficient of variation typically between

0.1 and 0.25. Since the call rate at each buffer lane is exactly the

departure rate at the associated workcell, which stems from a superposition

of 10 departure processes at the parallel workstations, we found that the

assumption of the Poisson arrival process for the calls at the central

buffer system is approximately justified. The workcells are modelled as

multi-server queueing systems with a correctly tuned Coxian distribution.

4. Analysis of the cyclic network: the exponentialization method.

In the cyclic network of fig. 5 we have now characterized all service

stations. In particular, we have shown how to calculate aggregate service

times for each product type at the central buffer transfer by incorporating

the influence of other types. Besides a characterization of throughputtimes

for each type separately (easily obtained from the Pollaczek-Khintchine

formula) these aggregate service times also enable us to decompose the

system into four cyclic networks, one for each product type, thus saving

much computational effort (to say the least). The problem left is the

analysis of these networks, which still is non-trivial, in particular since

the different stations do not have exponential service times.

The problem is solved by applying an exponentialization method outlined

in detail by Yao and Buzacott[l986] (similar methods have been proposed by

Marie[l979J). The basic idea is to find a set of state-dependent exponential

service rates at each station such that the marginal steady~ probabili-
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ties at each workstation (workce11) equals the steady state probabilities

which are obtained by analyzing that station (workce11) as an M/G/c queue

(see e.g. chapter 4 in Tijms[1986]). The network with state-dependent

service rates is analyzed by exploiting a specialized Mean Value Analysis

technique due to Reiser[1981]. As a result, we obtain average throughput

times and througputs for all product types, dependent of the number of kits

in the system (per product type).

The analysis of the vacuum cleaner assembly/transport system is now

carried out as follows. Given a number of kits per product type in the

system, we start with an estimate for the call rates A. to analyze the
~

buffer transfer system (cf. section 2). Next, we decompose and calculate

performance indices for all four cyclic networks using the exponentia1i

zation method. The resulting throughputs for each product type are then

taken as our next set of call rates A., etc. We iterate until convergence
~

occurs.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, it has been shown how a complicated assembly/transport

system can be analyzed appropriately by exploiting a variety of queueing

theoretical models and techniques. Numerical results justify the use of

these models as a design tool for such systems. For details, see Repkes and

Zijm[ 1988] .
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